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THREAD – Nuremberg 2: What a Real Inquiry into the Response to COVID

Would Look Like

Given the magnitude of the harm that’s been done, the public deserves to know

exactly who knew and did what, when, and why in the days leading up to the

lockdowns of spring 2020 and beyond. 1/

Though it may not be politically feasible, ideally an inquiry into the response to COVID would take the form of an

international tribunal. Below are just some of the many disturbing questions to which any leader who claims to

represent the public ought to demand answers. 2/

1. Why did the CDC suddenly adopt “measures to increase social distance” as official policy in 2004, contrary to all

the epidemiological guidance it had developed throughout the 20th century? 3/
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The REAL Story of the Birth of ‘Social Distancing’ — the Western Term for Lockdown (封锁)
That ‘social distancing’ arose from a school science project appears to be an elaborate cover story for the fact the concept was lifted
directly from China’s lockdown measures during SARS in 2003.

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-real-story-of-the-birth-of-social

2. Who was behind the campaign to export the concept of “lockdown” to Liberia and Sierra Leone in 2014? 4/

michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/bombshell-te…

Bombshell: Template to Export Lockdowns Existed by 2014
Bots supported Sierra Leone’s unprecedented lockdowns in 2014 and 2015 with millions of posts specifically using the word “lockdown.”

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/bombshell-template-to-export-lockdowns

3. Some intelligence reports have indicated that members of the western national security community were aware

a new virus had emerged in China by fall 2019. What was being said about the virus at that time? 5/

The Earliest Events of the COVID Coup
Will Jones at the Daily Sceptic has written a peerless synopsis of the individuals, institutions, and events involved in the earliest days of
the response to COVID—at least, that we know of so far. Ou…

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-earliest-events-of-the-covid

4. If some national security officials had been worrying about a new virus in China since fall 2019, how could they

have possibly believed China’s two-month lockdown of Wuhan eliminated the virus several months later? 6/

Lockdown is a National Security Catastrophe
or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Biosecurity State

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/lockdown-is-a-national-security-catastrophe

5. By January 2020, tips began to emerge that the World Health Organization was planning to recreate China’s

lockdowns across the world, starting in Italy. When and on what basis did the World Health Organization make

this decision? 7/

michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-dragnet-…

The Dragnet in Lombardy, Italy: Patient Zero of Lockdowns
The Manifesto of Health Minister Roberto Speranza

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-dragnet-in-lombardy-italy-patient
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6. Lockdowns had been ruled out by the pandemic plans of the WHO and every developed nation. Why weren’t

these pandemic plans followed? 8/

The Masked Ball of Cowardice
How fear of admitting error in trusting China’s coronavirus propaganda is driving Western societies into a doom spiral

https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/masked-ball-cowardice

7. Why were health security officials talking about “curfews of indefinite duration” by February 24, 2020? 9/

How the lockdown came to Germany
On the role of privately funded networks in the run-up to the corona crisis

https://multipolar-magazin.de/artikel/how-the-lockdown-came-to-germany

8. Why does the WHO’s February 2020 report rely on flagrant logical fallacies in its promulgation of China’s

lockdown measures as global policy? 10/

What’s Behind The WHO’s Lockdown Mixed-Messaging
"Tedros aligned himself not with democracies and their fundamental principles but with an autocratic dictatorship, the same dictatorship
that helped him assume power within the WHO. Together, using lo…

https://www.aier.org/article/whats-behind-the-whos-lockdown-mixed-messaging/

9. Why was the current Director of National Intelligence sitting next to China’s CDC director at the Event 201

simulation of a coronavirus pandemic in October 2019, just weeks before a real coronavirus pandemic emerged?

11/

michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-propheti…

The Prophetic Monkeypox Simulation
First-ever global Monkeypox outbreak happens in exact week predicted in biosecurity simulation a year prior

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-prophetic-monkeypox-simulation

10. Former White House COVID Coordinator Deborah Birx has made conflicting statements about how she got

her job. The former Deputy National Security Advisor offered her a job in the White House as far back as Nov

2019. How was Birx chosen for this? 12/

How Did Deborah Birx Get the Job?  ⋆ Brownstone Institute
The most revealing parts of the book are the claims about Birx herself that, upon close inspection, make little sense

https://brownstone.org/articles/how-did-deborah-birx-get-the-job/

11. Who was behind the terror campaign of fake videos showing Wuhan residents spontaneously dying and

convulsing in the streets in January and February 2020? 13/
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How Phony Coronavirus “Fear Videos” Were Used as Psychological Weapons to Bring America to Her Knees - Rev…
Phony coronavirus fear videos imported from China are making us wonder whether this whole thing was one giant psy-op.

https://www.revolver.news/2021/02/how-phony-coronavirus-fear-videos-were-used-as-psychological-weapons-to-bring-america-to-her-knees/

12. Why is there no record of the hero doctor Li Wenliang before he appeared in Chinese state media at the end of

January 2020? On what basis did western media outlets adopt this story as true? 14/

redstate.com/michael_thau/2…

'Investigate China's Global Lockdown Fraud!' Demand Lawyers, Retired Brig. Gen. in Open Letter to FBI
The timeline and activities are a tad suspicious.

https://redstate.com/michael_thau/2021/01/12/308650-n308650

13. High-level national security officials have stated that Covid came from a lab in Wuhan. At the same time, high-

level scientific officials have stated it is “molecularly impossible” for Covid to have come from there. Why the

disconnect? 15/

DRASTIC Founder Renounces Lab Leak Theory of COVID’s Origins
The testimony of DRASTIC founder J.J. Couey provides powerful firsthand insight into the perpetuation of the lab leak theory as a
controlled opposition narrative.

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/drastic-founder-renounces-lab-leak

14. Why has overwhelming peer-reviewed evidence that COVID was already spreading globally by fall 2019 been

so widely downplayed by federal officials and major media outlets? 16/

Leading Virologists Wrongfully Assumed Covid Began in Wuhan in December 2019 in Major New Study
Something rotten in the state of virology…

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/leading-virologists-wrongfully-assumed

15. Reports have revealed that military leaders saw COVID as a unique opportunity to test propaganda techniques

on the public. Who advised western leaders to use military-grade propaganda on their own people? 17/

Military leaders saw pandemic as unique opportunity to test propaganda on Canadians: report

https://nationalpost.com/news/national/defence-watch/military-leaders-saw-pandemic-as-unique-opportunity-to-test-propaganda-techniques-on-…

16. Some officials in the UK later expressed contrition about the fear campaigns that the UK Government used on

its own people to convince them to support Covid mandates. How was the decision to use these fear campaigns

made? 18/

Use of fear to control behaviour in Covid crisis was ‘totalitarian’, admit scientists
Members of Scientific Pandemic Influenza Group on Behaviour express regret about ‘unethical’ methods

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/05/14/scientists-admit-totalitarian-use-fear-control-behaviour-covid/

17. Who was behind the massive bot and astroturf campaigns to popularize lockdowns among western citizens and

officials in March 2020? 19/

China's COVID-19 Propaganda Campaign
Inside China's COVID-19 Propaganda Campaign headed by leader Xi Jinping and how disinformation promoted China's virus response.

https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/china-covid-lockdown-propaganda

18. How many deaths were caused by the WHO’s initial guidance on mechanical ventilators, which cited Chinese

journal articles advising ventilators as the “first choice” for those hospitalized with Covid? 20/
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An Estimated 30,000 Americans Were Killed by Ventilators & Iatrogenesis in April 2020
Reexamining excess deaths during peak lockdown

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/an-estimated-30000-americans-were

19. The initial guidance from the WHO advised using mechanical ventilators not necessarily for the patient’s

benefit, but to control the spread of the virus. Why was the WHO advising doctors to violate the Hippocratic Oath?

21/

Hospitals Retreat From Early Covid Treatment and Return to Basics
Changing practices, based on data and experience, appear to be improving outcomes for the sickest coronavirus patients. One key
difference: using ventilators in ways that conform more to pre-pandemic …

https://www.wsj.com/articles/hospitals-retreat-from-early-covid-treatment-and-return-to-basics-11608491436

20. Why were numerous, credible predictions of famine, human rights disasters, and economic collapse as a result

of lockdowns ignored at the time they were implemented? 22/

Governments Were Given Credible Warnings about Lockdown Harms but Didn’t Listen ⋆ Brownstone Institute
Instead of conducting and publishing rigorous cost-benefit analyses, governments and ministries of health turned into Covid-only bureaus

https://brownstone.org/articles/governments-were-given-credible-warnings-about-lockdown-harms-but-didnt-listen/

21. Why was natural immunity to COVID so long downplayed? 23/

The Psychological Cruelty of Denying Natural immunity ⋆ Brownstone Institute
Take away the knowledge of natural immunity, and thus the realization that there can be a better life on the other side of sickness, and
you leave people with existential emptiness and a lasting sense…

https://brownstone.org/articles/the-psychological-cruelty-of-denying-natural-immunity/

22. Why were initial seroprevalence studies demonstrating COVID’s ubiquity downplayed? 24/

COVID-19 Antibody Seroprevalence in Santa Clara County, California
Background Addressing COVID-19 is a pressing health and social concern. To date, many epidemic projections and policies addressing
COVID-19 have been designed without seroprevalence data to inform epi…

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.14.20062463v1

23. Why were beaches and other outdoor spaces closed? 25/

Lockdowns: The Great Gaslighting
The lockdowns of 2020 were very real. And few opposed them.

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/lockdowns-the-great-gaslighting

24. Why was the public kept in the dark about low early estimates of COVID’s infection fatality rate? 26/

A fiasco in the making? As the coronavirus pandemic takes hold, we are making decisions without reliable data
A fiasco in the making? As the #coronavirus pandemic takes hold, we are making decisions without reliable data.

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable…

25. What was the source of the guidance to move patients who were still sick into nursing homes? 27/

Department of Justice Requesting Data From Governors of States that Issued COVID-19 Orders that May Have Res…
Today the Justice Department requested COVID-19 data from the governors of states that issued orders which may have resulted in the
deaths of thousands of elderly nursing home residents. New York, New…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-requesting-data-governors-states-issued-covid-19-orders-may-have-resulted

26. Remdesivir and midazolam were initially widely used, but didn’t lead to positive health outcomes. How was

the decision made to use these over other treatment protocols? 28/
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Science | AAAS

https://www.science.org/content/article/very-very-bad-look-remdesivir-first-fda-approved-covid-19-drug

27. Leading officials have made conflicting statements as to whether the goal of lockdowns was to eliminate the

virus, slow the spread, or buy time for vaccines. What was the actual goal they had in mind at the time they

implemented these policies? 29/

Our Failed COVID Response
If, God forbid, we face another pandemic, we cannot use our COVID strategy as the baseline.

https://thedispatch.com/article/our-failed-covid-response/

28. Why did key public health officials make statements about using the response to COVID to advance non-

health-related policy goals? 30/

Neil Ferguson, China and a Fanatical Socialist Health Minister: The Untold Story of How Lockdowns Came to Italy …
The free world's first lockdowns were imposed on towns in Lombardy, Italy, on February 21st 2020 by Health Minister Roberto Speranza.
What influences lay behind his momentous decision?

https://dailysceptic.org/2022/08/05/neil-ferguson-china-and-a-fanatical-socialist-health-minister-the-untold-story-of-how-lockdowns-came-to-italy-…

29. How was the decision made to suppress and censor scientific opinions that dissented from lockdowns? 31/

Opinion | How Fauci and Collins Shut Down Covid Debate
They worked with the media to trash the Great Barrington Declaration.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fauci-collins-emails-great-barrington-declaration-covid-pandemic-lockdown-11640129116

30. Why were so many federal officials so intimately involved in the censorship of dissenting COVID opinions on

social media? 32/

Fauci’s Red Guards: Lawsuit Reveals Vast Federal Censorship Army
“This evidence suggests we are uncovering the most serious, coordinated, and large-scale violation of First Amendment free speech
rights by the federal government’s executive branch in US history.”

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/faucis-red-guards-lawsuit-reveals

31. Why were social media executives given Top Secret US Security Clearances for purposes of censoring content,

and what was the vetting process, if any, for these clearances? 33/

FBI Agent Elvis Chan Gave Twitter Execs Top Secret Clearance in Advance of 2020 Election
New internal documents from Twitter, revealed today as part of Elon Musk’s “Twitter Files” series, show FBI Agent Elvis Chan arranged
for Top Secret security clearance—the highest level of US national…

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/fbi-agent-elvis-chan-gave-twitter

32. Why were federal officials working so closely with Twitter to censor legal speech by American citizens while an

AI expert with deep ties to the military of America’s chief adversary was on Twitter’s Board of Directors? 34/

Twitter's New Director has CCP Ties Deeper Than You Know: Fei-fei Li — Jennifer's World
So, to put it simply, CCP’s police team and the team of the largest surveillance equipment manufacturer were given top prizes at the
ImageNet’s competition, and ImageNet was founded by Li Fei-fei.

https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2020/5/25/twitters-new-director-has-ccp-ties-deeper-than-you-know-fei-fei-li

33. Why did elite western newspapers, media networks, and public health leaders so diligently repeat the absurd

line that China had eliminated Covid by shutting down one city for two months? 35/

Chinese Protest the Same Lockdowns that Elites Advocated Here
If we’d taken health officials and media elites seriously, the entire free world would look like China does today.

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/chinese-protest-the-same-lockdowns
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34. Why did elite western publications begin explicitly urging the public to adopt a response to COVID that was

more like China’s? 36/

michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-gall-of-…

The Gall of Lockdowners Supporting China’s Anti-Lockdown Protests
If the intent was to get western elites to simultaneously support totalitarianism in their own countries while pretending to oppose it in
China, then Xi Jinping has certainly made his point.

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-gall-of-lockdowners-supporting

35. Why were mechanical drones initially deployed by various states and countries to monitor lockdown

compliance? 37/

Chinese Company Suspected of Spying on U.S. Citizens Donates Police Drones to 22 States | National Review
Police in Elizabeth, N.J., for example, are using the drones to surveil residents in places where patrol cars can’t easily reach, such as
spaces between buildings.

https://www.nationalreview.com/news/chinese-company-suspected-of-spying-on-u-s-citizens-donates-police-drones-to-22-states/

36. Why did masks shift from being not advised to being mandatory? 38/

Coronavirus: Face mask ads banned for 'misleading' claims
Adverts by two firms made false claims about preventing the spread of coronavirus, watchdog rules.

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-51729647

37. The New York Times confirmed that at the standard cycle threshold level used for PCR testing, 85 to 90% of

Covid cases were false positives. How did this practice become standard? 39/

Your Coronavirus Test Is Positive. Maybe It Shouldn’t Be. (Published 2020)
The usual diagnostic tests may simply be too sensitive and too slow to contain the spread of the virus.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html

38. Why were widely-known and publicized problems with PCR testing and comorbidities ignored for purposes of

counting COVID deaths? 40/

A Deceptive Construction - Why We Must Question The COVID 19 Mortality Statistics
How many people have actually died of Covid-19, compared to the governent's claimed headline figure.

https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/deceptive-construction-why-we-must-question-covid-19-mortality-statistics

39. Why did key public health officials so quickly shift from saying vaccines would prevent Covid to saying proof of

vaccination should be mandatory to partake in everyday activities? 41/
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40. Why has there been so little public discussion of China’s influence on the global response to COVID, despite

the FBI Director’s disclosure that Chinese officials were “aggressively urging support for China’s handling of the

COVID-19 crisis?” 42/

41. Why were governments across the western world so deferential to Neil Ferguson and Imperial College during

the response to COVID, despite Imperial having the closest relationship with China of any western university? 43/

Chinese President sees UK-China academic partnerships at Imperial | Imperial News | Imperial College London
President Xi Jinping of the People's Republic of China visited Imperial College London today (21 October).

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/168497/chinese-president-sees-uk-china-academic-partnerships/

42. Why has the editor-in-chief of the Lancet been so publicly deferential to China? 44/

https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1187265.shtml
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43/ Why did Bill Gates express such admiration for China’s response to Covid? 45/

44/ How did a 40-year member of the British Communist Party with no background in epidemiology become a

leading advisor to the UK Government on COVID, and why was she recently promoted to lead the WHO’s nudge

unit? 46/

UK SAGE’s Susan Michie Promoted to Lead WHO’s Nudge Unit
Susan Michie, a 40-year member of the British Communist Party and a leading participant in the UK Government’s Scientific Pandemic
Insights group on Behaviour (SPI-B) “nudge unit” to drive consent for…

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/uk-sages-susan-michie-promoted-to

45. Why did economists at leading universities assume that a short, sharp lockdown would “eliminate the

resurgence risk” when the policy had no precedent? 47/

https://www.igmchicago.org/surveys/policy-for-the-covid-19-crisis/

46. Why did politicians and public health officials demonstrate so little concern for following their own COVID

rules? 48/
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Bachman
@ElonBachman · Follow

1\ This thread commemorates those brave 
politicians who didn't let lockdowns slow them down

Send me other examples by DM, and I'll add them

First, Deborah Birx: retiring in disgrace after 
gathering 2 households and 4 generations for a 
Thanksgiving party

nypost.com
Dr. Birx says she will retire after 'overwhelming' holiday travel...
WASHINGTON — Dr. Deborah Birx has announced she plans to 
retire after being outed on Sunday for not following her own …

2:26 PM · Dec 22, 2020

Read the full conversation on Twitter

1.8K Reply Share

Read 141 replies

47. If COVID was actually deadly enough to kill millions and justify an indefinite state of emergency, why has so

little effort been expended to hold China accountable for its initial coverup of that virus? 49/

The China Situation Isn’t As Bad As It Looks. It’s Far Worse.
The International Criminal Conspiracy of “Change Through Trade”

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/the-china-situation-isnt-as-bad-as

Though many in positions of power would prefer we forgot, the strict lockdowns that consumed the world in 2020

are extremely well documented. Until we have real answers as to how exactly they happened, and why, we won’t

be living in a real democracy. /end

Nuremberg II: What a Real Inquiry into the Response to Covid Would Look Like
Disturbing questions remain as to who did what, when, and why in the days leading up to the lockdowns of spring 2020 and beyond.

https://michaelpsenger.substack.com/p/nuremberg-ii-what-a-real-inquiry
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1.THREAD: Twitter Files Supplemental

2.In July of 2020, San Francisco FBI agent Elvis Chan tells

Twitter executive Yoel Roth to expect written questions from

the Foreign Influence Task Force (FITF), the inter-agency

group that deals with cyber threats.

3.The questionnaire authors seem displeased with Twitter for

implying, in a July 20th “DHS/ODNI/FBI/Industry
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Read 14 tweets

Matt Taibbi
@mtaibbi

Dec 18

1. TWITTER FILES: PART 7 The FBI & the Hunter Biden

Laptop How the FBI & intelligence community discredited

factual information about Hunter Biden’s foreign business

dealings both after and *before* The New York Post revealed

the contents of his laptop on October 14, 2020

In Twitter Files #6, we saw the FBI relentlessly seek to

exercise influence over Twitter, including over its content, its

users, and its data.

I T itt Fil #7 t id i ti t

Read 49 tweets

Michael Shellenberger
@ShellenbergerMD

Dec 19

My team and I are reading through the omnibus bill today -

all $1.7 trillion and 4,155 pages of it. Follow along for some of

the most egregious provisions in the bill ⬇

It expressly prohibits CBP funding from being used to

improve border security.

...but at the same time, allocates $410 million towards border

security for Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, Tunisia, and Oman.
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Read 55 tweets

Rep. Dan Bishop
@RepDanBishop

Dec 20

1. TWITTER FILES PART 8 *How Twitter Quietly Aided the

Pentagon’s Covert Online PsyOp Campaign* Despite

promises to shut down covert state-run propaganda

networks, Twitter docs show that the social media giant

directly assisted the U.S. military’s influence operations.

2. Twitter has claimed for years that they make concerted

efforts to detect & thwart gov-backed platform manipulation.

Here is Twitter testifying to Congress about its pledge to

rapidly identify and shut down all state-backed covert

Read 22 tweets

Lee Fang
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Dec 20
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THREAD – The China Situation Isn’t As Bad As It Looks. It’s

Far Worse. The international criminal conspiracy of “change

through trade” and its similarity to Germany’s clandestine

rearmament, as evidenced especially by the response to

COVID. 1/

After World War I, Germany experienced a level of

lawlessness and insecurity unprecedented in modern Europe.

This chaos made viable a number of radical parties who

Read 30 tweets
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